Immunocytochemical methods were used to identify neurons in the ventral posterior nucleus of the cat and Galago senegalensis that contain glutamic acid decarboxylase (GAD), the synthetic enzyme for the inhibitory neurotransmitter, GABA. In both species GAD-immunoreactive neurons make up about 30% of the total neurons in the ventral posterior nucleus and form a distinct class of small cells. After cortical injections of horseradish peroxidase (HRP), GAD-immunoreactive cells are not labeled with HRP and may, therefore, be GABAergic local circuit neurons. Comparison of the dendritic morphology of GAD-immunoreactive neurons with that of HRP-filled projection neurons reveals that the morphology of the GAD-containing neurons is distinct and, in particular, that the GAD-immunoreactive neurons display fewer primary dendrites. The relay neurons, in turn, can be divided into classes based on dendritic morphology and cell body size.
It is natural to try to relate the morphological classes of neurons to differences in function and connections. For example, Eccles suggested that neurons with short axons might subserve local circuit inhibition. He and his collaborators were able to demonstrate the inhibitory role of Renshaw cells and type Ia interneurons of the spinal gray; they went on to propose that inhibition throughout the brain is mediated by neurons with short axons (Brooks and Eccles, 1947; Eccles et al., 1954 Eccles et al., ,1956 . In later studies Eccles et al. (1962, 1964a, b) demonstrated presynaptic and postsynaptic inhibition within the ventrobasal complex and postulated that this inhibition was mediated by thalamic neurons with short axons (see Rakic, 1976 , for a more extensive historical review of local circuit neurons).
So far our own studies of the ventral group of thalamic nuclei have been restricted to the projection neurons. We have found evidence that small projection neurons in the ventral group of thalamic nuclei, including the ventral posterior nucleus, arborize in more superficial layers of the somatic cortex than do larger neurons (Penny et al. 1982a) .
The observation that some very small neurons in the ventral posterior nucleus had connections with the cerebral cortex led us to reconsider the traditional distinction between thalamic local circuit neurons (which were 1868 The Journal of Neuroscience GAD and Projection Neurons in the Ventral Posterior Nucleus 1869 thought to be very small) and thalamic neurons with projections to the cerebral cortex. This distinction has been called into question on other grounds, for example, by Saporta and Kruger (1979) , who found few neurons left unlabeled in the ventral posterior nucleus of the cat after horseradish peroxidase (HRP) injections into the somatosensory cortex.
In the present study we use immunocytochemical methods for the localization of the synthetic enzyme glutamic acid decarboxylase (GAD) to identify neurons in the ventral posterior nucleus of the cat and the prosimian Galago that, presumably, use the inhibitory neurotransmitter y-aminobutyric acid (GABA) (Kuriyama et al., 1966; Roberts and Kuriyama, 1968; Fonnum and Walberg, 1973; McLaughlin et al., 1974; Fahn, 1976) . We use the HRP transport method to identify neurons in the ventral posterior nucleus that project to the somatosensory cortex. The questions addressed include: (1) What proportion of the neurons in the ventral posterior nucleus of these species are GAD immunoreactive? (2) Can these neurons be labeled by HRP transported from cortex? (3) How does the morphology of GAD-positive neurons compare with that of other classes of neurons in the ventral posterior nucleus? Some of these results have been presented previously in abstract form (Fitzpatrick et al., 1982; Penny et al., 1982b) .
Materials and Methods
Tissue from the brains of 10 cats and four Galago senegalensis was used in this study. Prior to sacrifice the cats were deeply anesthetized and then perfused through the heart with approximately 1 liter of 38°C of 0.5% zinc salicylate dissolved in 10% formalin in HZ0 followed by 2 liters of 10% formalin in HP0 at 4°C and, finally, 1 liter at 4°C of 10% sucrose in 0.1 M phosphate buffer, pH 7.6, containing 2% dimethyl sulfoxide. These volumes were halved in the case of perfusions of Galago. This perfusion fixation is a modification of a procedure described by Mugnaini and Dahl (1983) .
Sections through the thalamus were cut coronally at 30 pm on a freezing microtome or at 15 to 20 pm on an Oxford (Laneer) Vibratome and saved in 0.01 M, pH 7.6, phosphate-buffered saline (PBS). The sections were processed for GAD immunocytochemistry using the unlabeled antibody-enzyme (PAP) method (Sternberger, 1979) or the avidin-biotinylated horseradish peroxidase complex (ABC) method (Hsu et al., 1981) .
We used the antiplasma to GAD developed by Oertel, Schmechel, and Tappaz (Oertel et al., 1981 (Oertel et al., , 1983 . Sections were incubated in primary antiplasma diluted 1:2000 in 0.02 M phosphate buffer with 0.9% saline (PBS). Control sections were incubated in pre-immune sheep plasma diluted 1:lOOO in PBS. The ABC or PAP complexes were localized by reaction with 100 mg/lOO ml of 3,3'-diaminobenzidine tetrahydrochloride (DAB) in PBS.
In two cats and two Galago, injections of HRP were made in the somatosensory (SI) cortex in order to identify cells in the ventral posterior nucleus that project to cortex. Multiple injections of 0.1~1 of 20% HRP (Toyobo Co., Japan) dissolved in 0.1 M, pH 7.6 trizma buffer with 2% lysophosphatidyl choline (Sigma Chemical Co.) were made in a single cerebral hemisphere using a Hamilton syringe attached to a glass micropipette. A third cat received a local injection of HRP in the ventral posterior nucleus via iontophoresis (25-pm glass micropipette tip, 2 PA, 20 min, Midgard constant current source). A double label method was used to identify in a single section both neurons containing transported HRP and neurons displaying GAD immunoreactivity.
The 15 to 20-pm Vibratome sections were first processed for transported HRP according to the CoC12-DAB protocol (Adams, 1977) , which yields a granular black reaction product. The sections were then stored overnight in 5% formalin in PBS in order to destroy the enzymatic activity of the transported HRP. Subsequently, the sections were processed for GAD immunoreactivity by the ABC method. DAB alone was used as the immunological chromagen, producing a uniform brown reaction product. This method produced brown-labeled GAD-immunoreactive neurons and granular black-labeled neurons containing transported HRP. The black granular HRP label was clearly distinguishable from the brown label for cell bodies and terminals of GAD-immunoreactive neurons. Some double-labeled sections were counterstained with cresyl violet. In these sections the neurons displayed dark violet nucleoli and light violet cytoplasms as well as the brown or black label for GAD or transported HRP. One difficulty with the preceding double label method is that the CoC12-DAB reaction in some instances produced brown background labeling in cells labeled by granular black reaction product. Sets of sections in which this occurred were rejected prior to further processing. Partly because of this previous limitation, we also used a second double labeling method which employed DAB as the chromagen for indicating the presence of transported HRP and 100 mg/lOO ml of 4-chloro-1-naphthol with 0.001% H202 in PBS as the chromagen for indicating the presence of GAD immunoreactivity (Nakane, 1968) . This method produced brown neurons containing HRP and granular blue-labeled GAD-immunoreactive neurons. Since the 4-chloro-1-naphthol reaction product is soluble in alcohols, sections processed according to this second method were allowed to dry on gelatin-coated slides and were then coverslipped using glycerin. It was not possible to counterstain these sections.
Measurements of cell body areas were made from cresyl violet-counterstained sections processed for GAD immunoreactivity, counterstained sections processed for both GAD immunoreactivity and HRP transport, and sections stained only with cresyl violet. Cell bodies were drawn at X 1667 using a X 100 oil immersion objective and a camera lucida. From these drawings the cell body areas were calculated using an Apple graphics tablet and computer. Rectangular sample areas were defined in the medial division of the ventral posterolateral nucleus, and every neuron displaying a nucleolus was drawn through the plane of the nucleolus. The sample areas were 0.16 mm2 in area in Galago and 0.26 mm2 in the cat. Statistical methods for comparison of the samples were taken from Siegel (1956) .
The percentage of GAD-immunoreactive neurons in 1870 Penny et al. Vol. 3, No. 9, Sept. 1983 the ventral posterior nucleus was estimated by counting the relative numbers of GAD-immunoreactive neurons and unlabeled Nissl-stained neurons in samples taken from counterstained sections. The estimated percentage was calculated according to the formula: % GAD = 100 x (GAD/(GAD + unlabeled Nissl) ). In counts taken from the double label material, the number of HRPlabeled neurons was substituted in the formula in place of the number of unlabeled Nissl neurons.
For purposes of comparison, cell body areas of GADimmunoreactive neurons were also measured in sections that were not counterstained with cresyl violet. Cells were drawn if they displayed a clear nucleus. Matching Nissl counts for this material were taken from adjacent sections which had been counterstained but not processed for GAD immunoreactivity.
Some of these measurements were taken from 0.16 or 0.26 mm2 sample areas; others were from drawings of 100 each of GAD and unlabeled Nissl-stained cells. Because of the difficulty of choosing precisely equivalent areas in adjacent sections, estimates of the relative percentages of GAD and non-GAD neurons were not made from the uncounterstained material.
In two additional cats, injections of HRP were made in the somatosensory cortex by the methods described previously, and loo-pm frozen sections through the ventral posterior nucleus were reacted by the Streit and Reubi (1977) method for transported HRP. This procedure produced Golgi-like filling of projection neurons in the ventral posterior nucleus. Examples of these neurons were drawn at X 1667, using a X 100 oil immersion objective and a camera lucida.
Results
Size and distribution of GAD-immunoreactive neurons and terminals. GAD-immunoreactive neurons are characterized in the DAB-reacted material by dark brown cell bodies and primary dendrites. The first and most obvious result is that these cells are distributed throughout the dorsal thalamus in both the cat and Galugo. The only apparent exception to this rule is made by the centre median and parafascicular nuclei; these nuclei display fine GAD-immunoreactive terminals but no cell bodies. GAD-immunoreactive terminals are also distributed throughout the dorsal thalamus, but their density varies greatly, such that the thalamic nuclei can be readily distinguished based on the pattern of staining of GADimmunoreactive terminals. The most densely distributed GAD-immunoreactive terminals are found in the lateral geniculate nucleus, the ventral posterior nucleus, the ventral division of the medial geniculate complex, the central lateral nucleus, and the pulvinar nucleus. Some of these differences in terminal distribution can be seen in Figure 1 , which includes two photomicrographs of coronal thalamic sections from the cat (A) and Galago (B). The ventral posterolateral nucleus is indicated in both photomicrographs; in the cat it is more densely filled by GAD-immunoreactive terminals than in the Galago. The large neurons of the ventral thalamic reticular nucleus (Ret) are also strongly positive for GAD, as has been reported previously (Houser et al., 1980) . Figure 2A is a view of the Galago ventral posterior nucleus, displaying GAD-immunoreactive terminals and cells and corresponding to the area indicated by the four markers in Figure 2B . In order to show that the results are not the result of nonspecific labeling, we show for contrast in Figure 2B a matching control section, incubated in pre-immune sheep plasma. It displays no labeling of terminals and cells. Figure 3A shows a photomicrograph of the ventral posterior nucleus of the cat processed for GAD immunoreactivity and then counterstained with cresyl violet. This color photomicrograph illustrates the striking contrast in size between the small, brown GAD-immunoreactive cells and the larger, GAD-negative Nissl-stained neurons.
By drawing, counting, and measuring every GADimmunoreactive and non-GAD Nissl-stained neuron in a rectangular sample area, it was possible to estimate the size and relative proportion of GAD-immunoreactive and non-GAD neurons. The principal results are, first, that GAD-immunoreactive neurons are small and, second, that they consistently make up about 30% of the neurons in samples from the ventral posterior nucleus of both Galago and cat. Figures 4 and 5 show in histogram form the distribution of sizes of GAD-immunoreactive and non-GAD Nissl-stained neurons obtained from sample 2412B in the cat and sample 2376A in Galago. In the cat, the GAD-immunoreactive neurons have a mean cell body area of 109 pm2 and are significantly smaller than the non-GAD Nissl-stained neurons within the same section, whose mean area is 252 pm2 (median test, X2 = 41, df = 1, p < 1 X 10p7). GAD-immunoreactive neurons make up 29% of the total sample. In Galago (sample 2376A) GADimmunoreactive neurons are also significantly smaller, with a mean ceil body area of 80 pm', and the non-GAD Nissl-stained cells from the same sample area are larger, with a mean cell body size of 184 pm2 (median test, X2 = 48, df = 1, p < 1 X 10p7). The GAD-immunoreactive neurons make up 32% of the total. In both the cat and Galago the distribution of sizes of GAD-immunoreactive neurons and non-GAD Nissl-stained neurons overlap; not all small neurons are GAD immunoreactive.
In order to show that the difference in size between the GAD-immunoreactive neurons and the non-GAD Nissl-stained neurons is reliable, we took samples from a number of animals. Table I shows the results of all measurements of neurons in the cat and Galago and the standard errors of each group of means (SDx). GAD percentages are only shown for counterstained material. The mean sizes of GAD-immunoreactive neurons in samples of the ventral posterior nucleus of the cat range from 109 to 152 pm2 and in Galago range from 80 to 102 pm2. In contrast, the mean sizes of Nissl-stained neurons in the ventral posterior nucleus range from 252 to 308 pm2 in the cat and from 178 to 198 pm2 in Galago. These values for average sizes of Nissl-stained neurons in the cat are somewhat smaller than those we have reported previously (Penny et al., 1982a) . We attribute this result to differences in methods of fixation and tissue processing used in the two studies.
We have also examined the distribution of GAD immunoreactivity in another portion of the somatosensory thalamus, the anterior division of the posterior complex of Rose and Woolsey (1958) . Our samples were taken from a region which is lateral to the ventral posterior nucleus and medial to the lateral geniculate and which is thought to receive input from the spinothalamic tract (Poggio and Mountcastle, 1960; Boive, 1971; Jones and Burton, 1974; Berkley, 1980; Pearson and Haines, 1980a) . Although the cells of this region are smaller on the average than those in the ventral posterior nucleus, the GAD-immunoreactive neurons still constitute a distinct population based on their size, as shown by the distributions in Figures 6 and 7. In the cat GAD-immunoreactive cells have a mean soma area of 94 pm2 and are again smaller than non-GAD cells, which have a mean soma area of 198 pm2. In Galago the average size of GAD-immunoreactive neurons in 93 pm2 and of Nisslstained neurons that lack GAD label is 179 pm2. The percentage of GAD-immunoreactive neurons in our samples of the posterior group (41, 41, and 35%) is significantly greater than that found in the ventral posterior nucleus (Mann-Whitney U test, Z = 2.34, p < 0.01). Double labeling for GAD immunoreactivity and retrograde transport of HRP from somatosensory cortex. In the next series of experiments we asked whether any of the GAD-immunoreactive neurons in the ventral posterior nucleus project to the cerebral cortex. In four animals, we injected HRP in the somatosensory cortex and processed the resulting sections for the presence of transported HRP and GAD immunoreactivity. In no case were ' we aMe to demonstrate a cell Iabeied for bath the preseme of HXP and GAD immunoreactivity
The previous sectkn compared GAD-immunoreactive cells with non-GAD neurons stained with cresyl violet. Penny et al. Vol. 3, No. 9, Sept. 1983 PoA GAD N=30 ST=94 SD=22
'",l.. pare GAD-immunoreactive cells with cells labeled by transported HRP. The principal results are: (1) that every neuron revealed by the cresyl violet stain is either GAD positive or HRP positive; (2) that the size and proportion of the GAD-immunoreactive neurons in this material match those measurements of GAD-immunoreactive neurons labeled in the "single label" experiments; and (3) that the size and proportion of the HRPlabeled neurons match those measurements of non-GAD Nissl-stained neurons in the "single label" experiments.
Examples of these cells in sections photographed prior to counterstaining are shown in Figure 3 , B and C. In Figure 3B are shown small, dark brown DAB-labeled GAD-immunoreactive neurons and larger, granular black CoClz-DAB-labeled projection neurons in the cat. Shown in Figure 3C is material from Galago processed by a second method. GAD-immunoreactive neurons are la-2415B Galago PoA beled by the blue 4-chloro-1-naphthol reaction product, and neurons containing transported HRP are labeled by the brown DAB reaction product.
From both cat 2412 and Galago 2427 we took rectangular sample areas from the region of the medial division of the ventral posterolateral nucleus containing labeled HRP cells, In each of these samples every neuron identified by the presence of both a cresyl violet-stained Nissl substance and nucleolus contained either the brown DAB marker for the presence of GAD immunoreactivity or the granular black marker for the presence of transported HRP, but no cell contained both. Figure 8 shows the distribution of sizes of GAD-immunoreactive and HRP-labeled neurons from a 0.26 mm2 sample in cat 2412. The mean size of GAD-immunoreactive neurons is 124 /*m2, and the mean size of HRPcontaining neurons is 284 pm'. This difference is significant (median test, X2 = 40, df = 1, p < 1 X 10e7). The GAD-immunoreactive neurons make up 27% of the total. As shown in Figure 9 , which is a drawing taken from this sample, the GAD-immunoreactive neurons are smaller than the HRP-labeled neurons and make up about onethird of the neurons in the region. The distribution of cell body sizes of GAD-immunoreactive and HRP-labeled neurons in a sample area of 0.16 mm2 in Galago 2427 is shown in Figure 10 . The GAD-containing neurons, with a mean size of 82 pm2, are significantly smaller than the HRP-labeled neurons, whose mean size is 183 pm2 (median test, X2 = 38, df = 1, p < 1 X 10p7). Every cell revealed by the cresyl violet stain contained either GAD label or HRP label, and no cell contained both. Double label for GAD immunoreactivity and local uptake of HRP within the ventral posterior nucleus. The failure to find cells labeled for both GAD immunoreactivity and HRP transport could mean that the two labeling methods are somehow incompatible. To rule out this possibility and to show that the double labeling methods are in principle able to show the presence of both HRP and GAD immunoreactivity within a single cell, we injected HRP directly into the ventral posterior nucleus of cat 2425. This injection resulted in local uptake of HRP by the GAD-immunoreactive neurons, as illustrated by Figure 30 . This photomicrograph shows a dark brown GAD- immunoreactive neuron also displaying the granular black label indicating HRP transport. Neurons in the perigeniculate nucleus of the thalamus can also be double labeled for HRP retrogradely transported from the lateral geniculate nucleus as well as for GAD immunoreactivity (to be reported in a later publication).
Morphology of GAD-immunoreactive neurons. The GAD-immunoreactive neurons not only are similar in size, but also have characteristic shapes and dendritic features. As shown by the drawings in Figure 11 and the photographs in Figure 12 , the GAD-immunoreactive neurons in the cat display ovoid or fusiform cell bodies and few primary processes (usually two to four), each of distances and occasionally display regularly spaced beads along their length. The GAD-immunoreactive neurons in the Galago have similar characteristics, as shown by the drawings and photomicrographs in Figures 13 and  14 . It must be emphasized that the finer secondary or tertiary processes of the GAD-immunoreactive neurons are difficult to draw based on immunocytochemical material, and that the drawings in Figures 11 and 13 made no attempt to trace the dendrites to their ultimate termination.
In the cat round clusters containing 5 to more than 20 GAD-immunoreactive terminals are distributed throughout the ventral posterior nucleus as shown in Figure 15A . Each cluster is typically 1 to 8 ym in diameter. That these clusters are not seen in the posterior nuclear group of cat or the ventral posterior nucleus of Galago is shown by Figure 15 , B and C. Examples of terminal clusters are shown at higher power in Figure 16 , A and B. Close examination of the clusters reveals that they are sprays of terminals associated with the dendrites of the GADimmunoreactive neurons. Many GAD-immunoreactive Cat 50 pm Figure 11 . Drawings of the cellular morphology of some -.-. which is relatively thick. On some neurons fine processes GAD-immunoreactive neurons in cat ventral posterior nucleus.
-. _-. Figure 12 . Photomicrographs of some GAD-immunoreactive neurons in the ventral posterior nucleus of the cat.
1878 Penny et al. Vol. 3, No. 9, Sept. 1983 Galago t 50 pm Figure 13 . Drawings of the cellular morphology of some GAD-immunoreactive neurons in Galago ventral posterior nucleus. dendrites seem to break into one of these sprays at their distal ends, as indicated by arrows in Figure 16 , C and D. The short processes connecting the terminals with the dendrites are very fine, almost at the limit of resolution, but occasionally one can be visualized. Examination of the distribution of the terminal clusters in the cat reveals that they are confined to only certain thalamic subdivisions, and these subdivisions correspond to regions where the terminal labeling is most dense (see Fig.  1 ). Hence these clusters are found in the ventral posterior nucleus, the lateral geniculate nucleus, the medial geniculate nucleus, the pulvinar nucleus, and the rostrallateralmost subdivision of the central lateral nucleus, but not elsewhere.
Round terminals attached by short fine processes to the dendrites of GAD-immunoreactive neurons are also seen in Galago, but in this species the terminals are not gathered in sprays or clusters. Two such terminals and short processes are shown in Figure 16E , indicated by arrows. The primary dendrites of the GAD-immunoreactive neurons also display prominent varicosities, and examples of these are indicated by arrows in Figure 16F . GAD-immunoreactive terminals are also seen covering the cell somas and proximal dendrites of non-GAD Nisslstained neurons as shown in Figure 17 . We have not found cases in which these terminals obviously arise from the dendrites of GAD-immunoreactive neurons. Morphology of projection neurons and comparison with GAD-immunoreactiue neurons. To compare the morphology of GAD-immunoreactive neurons with that of projection neurons, we made massive injections of HRP into the primary somatosensory cortex and underlying white matter of two cats and reacted the resultant lOOpm thalamic sections for the presence of transported HRP. This procedure produced good filling of cell bodies and dendrites of thalamic relay neurons in the ventral posterolateral nucleus, allowing them to be compared with the GAD-immunoreactive neurons. Of course, the dissemblance of HRP-filled projection neurons must be interpreted with some caution; the differences may arise from method rather than structure. In particular, because it is difficult to trace and draw fine branches of the GADimmunoreactive processes, we confine our comparison to the cell body shapes and proximal dendrites.
Shown in Figures l&19, and 20 are drawings of typical HRP-labeled projection cells, arranged according to increasing cell body area. The cell body size in square micrometers of each neuron is indicated. Clearly, cell body size is related to morphology. The smallest neurons, shown in Figure 18 , range in size from less than 100 pm" to greater than 200 pm2 and have ovoid or fusiform cell bodies. They are in the size range of GAD-immunoreactive neurons, but unlike GAD neurons they display four to eight labeled primary dendrites, many of which are quite thin. Small projection cells lack the thicker primary processes characteristic of the GAD-immunoreactive neurons and display no varicosities. Based on their size and cell body shape, the smallest projection neurons are very likely the same as those we earlier identified as having projections to the superficial layers of the somatic cortex (Penny et al., 1982a) .
In Figure 19 are shown examples of the medium-sized projection neurons of the cat. The medium-sized neurons, which range from about 200 to 350 pm2 in size, are the most numerous projection neurons in the ventral posterior nucleus (see, for example, Fig. 8 ). They display a greater number of primary dendrites (6 to 12) than do the GAD-immunoreactive neurons or the small projection neurons, and they arborize over a wider area than either class. Although the medium-sized neurons vary more in shape than neurons of other sizes, at least two principal forms can be identified. The first has an elongate or fusiform cell body and a restricted, bipolar dendritic arborization. Examples of fusiform cells are shown in Figure 19 ; their soma areas are 200,270, and 290 pm'. A second form is characterized by round cell bodies and radiate dendritic arborizations. Examples of round cells are also shown in Figure 19 ; their soma areas are 250, 260, and 260 pm*. Other neurons can be found with medium cell sizes which are between these two forms or which have unusual morphologies.
Neurons with somas larger than 350 ym' make up about 25% of the projection cells in the ventral posterior nucleus of the cat. The large neurons, samples of which are shown in Figure 20 , have large round or multipolar cell bodies and many thick primary dendrites which arborize in a radiate pattern over considerable distances. The largest neurons in the class display the widest arborizations.
Although large cells do not vary in morphology to as great a degree as do the cells of medium size, an occasional unusual cell is found. An example is shown in Figure 20 , and it has a cell soma area of 430 pm2. The projection neurons tend to have their primary axes of dendritic orientation roughly parallel to the dorsoventral plane. This direction of elongation is in the same plane as the elongated rods formed by the arborizations of the lemniscal afferents (Jones and Friedman, 1981) .
Discussion
The principal findings are, first, that a constant large proportion of neurons (about 30%) in the ventral posterior nucleus of the cat and Galago are immunoreactive with antisera to glutamic acid decarboxylase. Because GAD immunoreactivity is an established marker for GABAergic neurons, these neurons are probably GABAergic (e.g., McLaughlin et al., 1974) . Second, the GAD-immunoreactive neurons form a distinct class on grounds of their small cell body size and their dendritic morphology. Third, GAD-immunoreactive neurons are not labeled by HRP transported from the somatosensory cortex, a finding that suggests that these neurons have only local connections.
Fourth, the neurons which are filled by retrograde transport of HRP from the somatosensory cortex have a wide range of morphologies, but all of these differ from the morphology of the GAD-immunoreactive neurons. Fifth, we find that among the projection neurons, dendritic morphology is related to cell body size.
These results, taken together, support the old ideas that, first, there are two principal classes of thalamic neurons, local circuit neurons and projection neurons, and, second, that the role of local circuit neurons is to modulate the function of projection neurons by some inhibitory influence. Whether the argument has merit will now be discussed.
The distinction between local circuit neurons and projection neurons in the thalamus goes back to Ramon y Cajal (1909, 1966) , who described thalamic neurons with short axons. Since the time of Ramon y Cajal a number of studies using the Golgi method to classify cell types found support for the existence of local circuit neurons in the thalamus. For example, Guillery (1966) described a local axon neuron (class 3) in the lateral geniculate nucleus.
Turning to the ventral posterior nucleus in particular, several authors have argued on various grounds that local circuit neurons can be identified in Golgi material (Tombbl, 1967; Pearson and Haines, 1980b; Spreafico et al., 1983) . The advent of the electron microscope offered new opportunities to identify neurons with local connections and, based on the use of this method, certain presynaptic dendritic specializations have been attributed to local circuit neurons (Ralston and Herman, 1968; Ralston, 1971a, b; Famiglietti and Peters, 1972) .
Still, it is difficult to demonstrate by the Golgi method or by any method that a neuron does not project; a cell might have a short axon branch and a projection axon branch as well. For example, the medium spiny cells of the neostriatum were thought to be local circuit neurons because of their locally arborizing axons (Fox et al., 1971; Kemp and Powell, 1971) , but recent studies exploiting the intracellular injection of HRP have revealed that these neurons do have local axonal branches within the neostriatum, but they also have axonal branches to the globus pallidus and substantia nigra (Preston et al., 1980) . Closer to the subject of our study is the Golgi analysis of the ventral posterior nucleus showing cells that have local axonal branches (Tbmbol, 1967) . For our purpose the point is that these cells have a size and overall morphology that suits our picture of a projection neuron as defined by retrograde filling by HRP. varicosities. E, Two dendritic terminals with visible stalks connecting them to a dendrite of a GAD-immunoreactive cell in Galago. F, Two prominent varicosities (indicated by arrows) on a dendrite of a GAD-immunoreactive neuron in Galago.
The HRP transport method provides an obvious test of the presence of thalamic neurons that do not project to somatosensory cortex. If there are local circuit neurons at all in any circumscribed area of the ventral posterior nucleus, then a good number of unlabeled neurons should be found dispersed among neurons labeled by retrograde transport of HRP from somatosensory cortex. As it turns out, surprisingly few unlabeled cells are found in the ventral posterior nucleus of the cat after large HRP injections in cortical area SI (Saporta and Kruger, 1979) . Of course, it is possible that the local circuit neurons are just missed in Nissl stain-for example, they might be Vol. 3, No. 9, Sept. 1983 stained too faintly, or perhaps the cytoplasm of small cells may be difficult to detect in thick sections. If neurons having local circuit connections could be marked in some way, then the question of whether they also have axons that project to cortex might be answered by combining the marker with retrograde HRP transport from cortex. In particular, if local circuit neurons are characterized by GAD immunoreactivity, then the brown immunocytochemical stain should make them easy to detect and evaluate for HRP labeling. This is what we believe we have done, although this interpretation is by no means certain and depends on the consideration of two prior questions. First, was the failure to observe neurons labeled for both GAD immunoreactivity and HRP transport specious? Second, do the GAD-immunoreactive neurons have other characteristics that make them likely candidates for local circuit neurons? Figure 17 . A non-GAD-immunoreactive neuron stained with cresyl violet displaying GAD-immunoreactive terminals on its reactive neurons to take up or transport HRP in quantities sufficient to be detected. This cannot be ruled out, soma.
but at least we know that not all GAD-immunoreactive With respect to the first question we can imagine two sources of misleading results from the experiments combining HRP transport and GAD immunocytochemistry. A first possibility is that GAD-immunoreactive neurons project to the cerebral cortex and transport HRP to their cell bodies, but that the two reaction methods used for the HRP and GAD procedures are incompatible, preventing both labels from being visualized in the same cell body. We rule out this incompatibility by showing that GAD-immunoreactive cells can be double labeled by the local uptake of HRP. neurons fail to take up and transport HRP; in a subsequent paper on the lateral geniculate nucleus we will describe GAD-immunoreactive neurons in the perigeniculate nucleus that are labeled by the retrograde transport of HRP.
Suppose that the GAD-immunoreactive cells do not project to somatosensory area I, which we feel to be a reasonable interpretation of our results. This would not permit us to argue that the cells do not project to other areas of the cortex or other centers. However, the possibility that GAD-immunoreactive cells project to other subdivisions of the somatic cortex is unlikely on the evidence from the studies of anterograde and retrograde transport (Jones and Powell, 1969; Jones, 1975a; Friedman and Jones, 1980; Koser and Hand, 1981; Spreafico et al., 1981; Penny et al., 1982a) . The possibility of a projection from the GAD-positive cells of the ventral posterior nucleus to the reticular nucleus remains viable (Schiebel and Schiebel, 1966; Jones, 1975b) .
If the GAD-immunoreactive neurons are local circuit neurons and do not project to somatosensory cortex, then we must account for the results of Saporta and Kruger (1979) in which almost all neurons were labeled after cortical injections of HRP, leading them to question the existence of thalamic local circuit neurons. This was a reasonable doubt based on the data, and the differences between their results and ours can be explained by the differences in methods. First, the scanty cytoplasm of small neurons is sometimes difficult to identify with the Nissl stain in thick frozen sections; thinner sections may provide a better opportunity for seeing very small and pale cells. Second, the GAD-immunoreactive neurons within the ventral posterior nucleus are aggregated in small clusters, leaving other nearby patches free of these neurons, as shown in Figure 9 . Such a distribution might lead to the possibility that any given small sample is free of GAD cells. By this argument, samples of labeled and unlabeled neurons over large areas should support the present findings, and they do. By taking large samples of neurons from thin plastic embedded sections, Spreaf-1884 Penny et al. Vol. 3, No. 9, Sept. 1983 50 pm The second question is: "Do the GAD-immunoreactive neurons have characteristics other than failing to project to cortex that make them likely candidates for local circuit neurons?" We find first that the GAD immunoreactive neurons have morphological features similar to the traditional description of the local circuit neurons provided by Ramon y Cajal (1909 . Ramon y Cajal described short axon cells as having ovoid, fusiform, or triangular cell bodies and three or four primary dendrites with little tendency to branch (see also the 1983 paper by Spreafico et al. in which one of the present authors (D. E. S.) participated). Second, we were able to describe a number of morphological classes of HRP-filled projection neurons based on cell body size and dendritic morphology, and all of these classes differ from the GADimmunoreactive neurons. Note that some small HRP cells do not differ from the GAD-immunoreactive neurons on the basis of size but are clearly different in dendritic morphology.
Third, the morphology of the HRP-filled neurons differs from the traditional description of local circuit neurons provided by Cajal.
In summary, we have argued that the best interpretation of the present results is that GAD immunoreactivity is a marker for local circuit neurons in the ventral posterior nucleus. This conclusion, we concede, is short of being proven beyond doubt. However, if the conclusion proves to be right, it is not insignificant because hitherto there has been no unambiguous way to identify a local circuit neuron. Because GABA is regarded as an inhibitory neurotransmitter, our argument has implications for the role of local circuit neurons in the thalamus, and we shall come back to this point.
GAD-immunoreactive terminals and processes. In addition to the GAD-immunoreactive neurons in the ventral posterior nucleus, we also found many GAD-immunoreactive terminals filling the nucleus. This finding raises the question: "What is the source of such terminals?" One source must be the GAD-immunoreactive cells themselves, distributed within the ventral posterior nucleus. Indeed, we can trace processes from GAD-posi-tive cells which terminate in drumstick-like enlargements, and in the cat these structures are gathered into prominent clusters. Although an electron microscopic analysis is necessary to determine whether these are presynaptic dendritic specializations, it is reasonable to suggest that they might correspond to the endings described by Ralston and his collaborators (1968 Ralston and his collaborators ( , 1971a Ralston and his collaborators ( , 1971b and Famiglietti and Peters (1972) .
There is a second potential source of the GAD-immunoreactive terminals in the ventral posterior nucleus since the reticular nucleus of the ventral thalamus is filled with GAD-immunoreactive cells that project to the dorsal thalamus (Schiebel and Schiebel, 1966; Jones, 197513; Houser et al., 1980) . Furthermore, the cells of the reticular nucleus have an inhibitory influence on the thalamocortical relay cells in the ventral group of nuclei (Mukhametov et al., 1970; Filion et al., 1971; Schlag and Waszak, 1971; Frygyesi and Schwartz, 1972; Steriade and Wyzinski, 1972) .
The organization of the terminals found in the ventral posterior nucleus provides a noteworthy species difference. In the cat the terminals associated with the processes of GAD-immunoreactive neurons in the ventral posterior nucleus are gathered into large clusters. Similar terminals are present in the Galago, but in this species clusters are rarely observed. Furthermore, in the cat, although GAD-immunoreactive neurons and terminals are found in most thalamic nuclei, clusters are not. Instead, these terminal clusters are confined to the lateral geniculate body, the medial geniculate body, the ventral posterior nucleus, the pulvinar and the rostrallateralmost subdivision of the central lateral nucleus. It is not unreasonable to suggest that these clusters represent a special common function to these nuclei.
GAD-immunoreactive neurons in the ventral posterior nucleus of the cat and Galago: implications for thalamic organization. About 30% of the neurons in the ventral posterior nucleus are GAD immunoreactive and, therefore, probably GABAergic. Although we cannot prove that the GABAergic neurons fail to project outside the thalamus, it is almost a certainty that they are involved in local circuits and thus inhibit the cells that project to the cortex. Inhibitory systems within the ventral posterior nucleus have been identified by physiological methods (Anderson and Eccles, 1962; Anderson et al., 1964a, b) , but the complex role of inhibition at the cellular level is beyond the scope of the present discussion. The chief contribution of the present paper is to show by immunocytochemistry the substantial proportion of inhibitory cells in two distantly related species and to show by HRP transport methods that these neurons may lack connections with the cerebral cortex. This result supports the idea that the dorsal thalamus, and the ventral posterior nucleus in particular, is not a passive relay station in the pathway to the cortex. Instead, the thalamus must be involved in what might be called sensory processing, that is, the sort of neural integration which takes place in the retina and other sensory centers in which other local circuit neurons are a crucial link between incoming and outgoing impulses. We have reason to believe that the small local circuit neurons are the targets of ascending afferent fibers, but we need to know more about the other connections before we can speculate about the behavioral significance of inhibition in the thalamus. For example, it would be useful to know whether local circuit neurons are the special targets of descending projections from cortical layer VI neurons (Jones and Wise, 1977; Wise and Jones, 1977) and whether they receive fibers from brain stem centers that are not identified with one single sensory system and, thus, may convey signals about the general state of the organism. Finally, since the ventral posterior nucleus represents the body surface as well as different receptors or "submodalities" (Dykes, 1982) , it is natural to wonder whether inhibitory local circuit cells play any role in adjusting the threshold for somatotopic discrimination or in relating information conveyed by the various submodalities.
